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Intention of this research are: (1) Analysing requirement of system able to fulfill requirement of user. (2) Developing prototype of system automation write off at BNI LKP Jakarta. The method of this research are used descriptive method with analysis qualitative, comparing between old system with new one. The comparison is analysed according to the same criterion result to be compared to its efficiency. The approach which used in system development is joining among SDLC (System Development Life Cycle) approach and the prototype. Conclution of this research are (1) Require to be designed a write off automation system in BNI LKP Jakarta that be able to note monetary data and non monetary of the write off debitor so that all of information can know precisely, accurate and not expire. (2) The prototype information system of Write Off management base on computer represent system development of record keeping manually by using monitoring card and computer (Microsoft Excel) becoming management automationly. Output data in form of reports can be in the form of appearance monitor screen or in the form of print out to be used by BNI LKP Jakarta.